
concept

karlsplatz.org 
created a network 
to link urban 
locations and to 
represent their 
common interests 
online 

the connected 
institutions are situated 
around the karlsplatz, 
the place connects 
them spatialy

reversing this 
approach, we link 
digital contents 
into the real world, 
to create a spatial 
experience

a newly 
implemented 
information 
structure invites 
the passer-by to 
interact

through the 
interaction the 
night-scape can 
be experienced 
differently 

illuminated 
passages 
become an 
information 
grid

informations 
provide additonal 
value for tourists 
and locals

• edu / 
• public transport 
• public interest
• day / night life

otherwise 
empty darker 
pools become  
interaction 
areassite

analysis
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QR-
codes
as basic 
structure

shadow 
projections 
/ as parasites 
and additional 
light objects

fluorescent  
paint to 
highlight and 
create codes

gps 
coordinates 
lead to additional 
interventions that 
concentrate on

the linked 
information 
offers a 

multimedia 
layer

online 
archive  
as backup and 
possible timer

challenging 
more than 
just one 
sense 

sight and 
hearing 
are influenced 
by using the 
multimedia layer 

smell 
and 
touch

different 
layers offer 
a range of 
content 

color-codes 
can  signify each 
thematic layer

historic 
information

movie related 
content connects 
to the open-air 
cinema

invitations 
to interact 
with the 
night-scape

urban 
playground 

testing shadow 
QR-codes showed 
that there are 
enough existing 
light poles to 
implement one 
layer

1,5 - 1,8m 
height

the pavement is 
to dark in most of 
the tested areas*

*marking the 
installed QR-codes 
with white colour 
on the pavement, 
increases readability 
and doubles as an 
attractor

LED lights cast a 
blurry shadow

**mirrored 
codes can’t be 
deciphered – you 
need the shadow 
projection to read 
the code

warped codes will 
be read properly 
due to a build 
in perspective- 
compensator in 
the reader

additional 
light cones to 
implement more 
information layers, 
can be visible at 
daytime due to 
the fact that**

methods
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